You can rely on the fully revised 19th edition of

**STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY**

Edited by
Norman Burke Taylor, V.D., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.S.,
and Allen Ellsworth Taylor, D.S.O., M.A.

Stedman's, again modernized and brought up to date, retains and adds to the many attractive features that have won for it its many years of popularity—

- **Definitions:** always accurate, clearly worded, easy to understand.
- **Information:** uniformly reliable and helpful; concise yet adequate.
- **Scope:** all the words you need, both old and new.
- **Pronunciation:** simple guides that are easy to follow.
- **Derivations:** brief statements of derivation follow definitions; comprehensive root-word list constitutes a course in medical etymology.
- **Illustrations:** text-figures and full-page plates carefully chosen for maximum value.
- **Organization:** anatomical terms and pharmaceutical terms, translated from Latin to English, grouped in almost a hundred tables; appendix offers a wide range of supplementary information.
- **Appearance:** the type is clear and readable; the paper is sturdy; the binding is semi-flexible, green with gold stamping and most attractive; there is a handy thumb-index.
- **Verdict:** of many satisfied users: "more than just a dictionary—a well-cross-referenced medical thesaurus."

1708 pp. illustrated 23 plates (6 in color) $12.50

**THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY**

Mt. Royal and Guilford Aves. Baltimore 2, Maryland
THE BIMONTHLY OFFICIAL JOURNAL TO KEEP YOU UP TO DATE IN HISTOCHEMISTRY

THE JOURNAL OF HISTOCHEMISTRY & CYTOCHEMISTRY

Official Journal of the Histochemical Society

Editor-in-Chief: R. D. Lillie                           Assistant Editor: Robert W. Mowry

The expanding use of histochemistry is bringing together the data of morphology and of chemistry.
The cellular localization of many chemical materials, including enzymes, is now possible.
New fields are opened in normal and pathologic plant and animal histology.
Lesions not evident by the older morphologic methods, like the "chemical lesions" of Hopkins, are now demonstrated in tissue sections.
The recent histochemical demonstrations of dextran in the renal epithelium by a new method, as well as in a number of other locations, has added to our understanding of that blood substitute.
By adapting biochemical and biophysical methods to histology, histochemistry increases the knowledge of minute chemical anatomy.
The Journal covers all these and many other activities.

Features:
Original papers relating to the development and application of histochemical methods.
Occasional comprehensive review articles covering thoroughly important aspects of histochemistry.
Clear and helpful illustrations wherever needed. The most advanced procedures, such as those using radioactive tracer methods or electron micrography, included when they apply to histochemical investigations.
Clear, concise writing by competent authorities.

Bimonthly, one volume (of about 500 pp.) a year beginning January.
Volume 6 current in 1958. Subscription price per volume $8.00
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